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A: The $RCO$ is stored in a file called $GENKEY.INI$. The value from this file is read during the boot process by a script located in C:\Windows\System32\boot.cpl called boot.cpl and is known as bootloadersupervisor. During the super slow boot process we check the status of the bootloadersupervisor using the following command:
bootloadersupervisor.exe This command should return the bootloader loading time, the total boot time, and the boot up time for the previous boot up. They returned the following time: Boot-up time: 5:00:22.592 Total Time: 7:19:10.546 Previous boot time: 4:30:01.284 Here is a capture of my boot log from the prior boot: As you can see the boot up time,

total time, and previous boot were all We specialize in the development, conversion, and delivery of custom healthcare games. Our proprietary operating system, Medusa, allows for rapid prototyping of narrative-driven interaction between a player and a medical simulation in real-time. [02/07/18] The Department of Bioengineering at the University of
Washington
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Thanks for your time. Cheers. A: As @0x0000BEABS answered and as its been a few years since I posted my solution, I thought I'd update it for posterity. If you use Xcode and build your app for iOS, you have the following convenience class available to you: NSFileManager.defaultManager().contentsOfDirectoryAtPath( NSBundle.mainBundle().URLForResource("gum-X", withExtension:
"lz").path!, includingPropertiesForKeys: nil, options: nil) .filter { $0.pathExtension.isEmpty } .map { $0.lastPathComponent }.filter { $0!= "io.gum.gum-X.lz" }.last The first part asks the Xcode developer tool for the "gum-X" directory in the app bundle, returns its contents, and discards the files it doesn't want. (So there's a lot of empty directories, some of which are an artifact from the build

process). Then it maps that array of file paths to their last path component (i.e. the last segment of the path, including the possible.). This works fine on my phone. The second part of the pair filters out all of the files ending in "gum-X.lz", then removes the file itself from the end. The third part of the pair filters out the file "io.gum.gum-X.lz". You can modify the script above as follows to create a
separate AppGroup directory (which may be what you want). NSFileManager.defaultManager().contentsOfDirectoryAtPath( NSBundle.mainBundle().URLForResource("AppGroup", withExtension: "lz").path!, includingPropertiesForKeys: nil, options: nil) .filter { $0.pathExtension.isEmpty } .map { $0.lastPathComponent }.filter { $0!= "AppGroup.lz" }.last I'm using a physical iOS app, so the

AppGroup is a way to keep simulator-specific files out of my compiled app. If I need a simulator-only file or resource, f30f4ceada
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